Bio-Energetics

After many years of intensive research in the field of non-visible energy it is now possible to
change molecular structures in a measurable way using a special process.
This has lead to the development of further applications to help treat back problems (Scoliosis etc)
and diseases / conditions such as Arthritis, Diabetes, Parkinson’s, Multiple Sclerosis, Osteoporosis,
Asthma, Hay Fever, Tinnitus, Apoplectic Stroke etc.

Two key elements are that around us you cannot see the hidden energy and that each piece of
matter has an ‘information structure’, which is not a commonly known fact. With the knowledge
of these energies and their space relation to the information structures it is possible to change
molecular structures for the better.
But what are the main elements of a molecular structure?
These are the atoms. Every atom is defined by the number of electrons, protons and neutrons,
which are contained in it. Now these three atoms are arranged to form a specific element.
We can compare this with the human body. After fertilization, the cells begin to divide in a specific
way, so it is now possible to change these information structures to change matter again for the
better.
Bio-Energetic Health Products.
It is a fact that cells in the human body are completely renewed every seven years. This means
that cell division in each cell type renews at a different rate. We know that skin cells regenerate
very quickly. If one gets hurt then it takes only a few days until the skin cells are renewed. But
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what happens when, for example, bad skin cells cause eczema? We can describe this by saying
there is a mistake in the "information" and therefore the cells develop incorrectly. With our
products we are able to correct the "information defect" by activating the self-healing power of
the body in the cells with the result that the cells now renew without any defect. The technology
is able to correct many problems. The time for the correction will vary with the individual & the
renewal rate of the affected body cell. Skin problems, for example, renew faster than bone
problems, because the time is different for cell division.

Scoliosis - Examples Of Before & After 9 Treatments.

Here you can see the left thumb is approx 1.5cm higher due
to Scoliosis (Pelvic Obliquity) and then the result on the right
after only 2 hours of using the back tape. Only a few mm’s
difference now remains. (N.B. One treatment per patch).
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“The BE-Back Tape is able to correct a spinal column effectively & independently on a purely
natural basis using a special method (Bio-Energetics) - Description of the mechanisms involved”
1. Example: (Scoliosis)
Even in cases of more serious problems, such as with Scoliosis or other deformities etc, the BEBack Tape in not only able to make corrections itself but also to realign the spinal column i.e. to
return it to its natural ‘S’ shape.
This naturally requires regular treatments with the BE-Back Tape until the spinal column has been
restored to satisfaction or until the natural position of the spinal column has been achieved, in
other words again a natural ‘S shape.
2. Example: (Scoliosis)
The BE-Back Tape can be purposefully used as a prophylaxis even at the first signs of a suspected
change in the spinal column.
3. Example: (Scoliosis)
Diagnosis and / or comment : “ You’ll have to learn to deal and live with it.”
It is exactly with problems such as Scoliosis and / or similar deformities, for which there is
normally no further treatment available, that positive changes can be achieved effectively and
purposefully in the spinal column with the aid of the BE-Back Tape.
The fact that such diagnoses and comments are made is not unusual and this is one of the reasons
why BE-Back Tape was developed. For of all people, it is children and adolescents who, upon
hearing such comments, are the ones affected and who are unable to grow up without being
degraded and humiliated (particularly in today’s society).
Is something like that possible? To correct the spinal column?
Yes it is possible!
We have succeeded in developing a method to convert the natural and convertible properties and
processes created via the spinal column in such a way as to provide every person / patient, with
any kind of problem with the spinal column, with long lasting benefits by using the BE-Back Tape.
Thus, an additional possibility for treatment can now be used and offered for the first time which
could not be more natural and more effective.
How can this be interpreted? Every spinal column is interrelated naturally and energetically with
the natural energetic processes that take place in the body every day. These are brought about by
genetic information and, as a rule (i.e. when there is no damage to the spinal column) converted
independently.
The spinal column itself is independent from the brain through these interrelations. It is thus able
to convert independent thought processes which finally lead to an independent correction (it
should be noted here, for example, that we say to...
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...children after a fall, for instance: “Never mind the spine will bring itself into line”) is not without
reason. And it is exactly these processes that we can use and implement in the end with the
method we have developed.
The BE-Back Tape creates a bio-energetic effect that is generated energetically from the special
arrangement which, if used correctly, can have a positive effect on the entire spinal column
complex (and thus on the whole of the back) and bring about and enormous positive change.
This happens exclusively by means of the interrelation between the inherent, natural energetic
special arrangement and the natural simplicity of the spinal column.
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